Abstract-A two-terminal interactive distributed source coding problem with alternating messages is studied. The focus is on function computation at both locations with a probability which tends to one as the blocklength tends to infinity. A single-letter characterization of the rate region is provided. It is observed that interaction is useless (in terms of the minimum sum-rate) if the goal is pure source reproduction at one or both locations but the gains can be arbitrarily large for (general) function computation. For doubly symmetric binary sources and any function, interaction is useless with even infinite messages, when computation is desired at only one location, but is useful, when desired at both locations. For independent Bernoulli sources and the Boolean AND function computation at both locations, an interesting achievable infinite-message sum-rate is derived. This sum-rate is expressed, in analytic closed-form, in terms of a twodimensional definite integral with an infinitesimal rate for each message.
I. Introduction
Consider the following two-terminal interactive distributed source coding problem with alternating messages which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . n samples X := X n := (X(1), . . . , X(n)) ∈ X n , of an information source are available at location A. A different location B has n samples Y ∈ Y n of a second information source which are statistically correlated to X. Location A desires to produce a sequence Z A ∈ Z All alphabets are assumed to be finite. To achieve the desired objective, t coded messages, M 1 , . . . , M t , of respective bit rates (bits per source sample), R 1 , . . . , R t , are sent alternately from the two locations starting with location A. The message sent from a location can depend on the source samples at that location and on all the previous messages (which are available to both locations). There is enough memory at both locations to store all the source samples and messages. The goal is to characterize the set of all rate t-tuples R := (R 1 , . . . , R t ) for which both P(d A,n (X, Y, Z A ) > D A ) and P(d B,n (X, Y, Z B ) > D B ) ↓ 0 as n ↑ ∞. This set of rate-tuples is called the rate region.
We are aware of three broad categories of work which are closely related to this problem. The salient features of each category are summarized in the following. 1) Communication complexity [1] : Here the goal is to compute a function f A (X, Y) at location A and a function f B (X, Y) at location B: take d A,n and d B,n to be suitable indicator functions and set D A = D B = 0. In most studies of communication complexity, the functions are required to be computed with exactly zero error (n fixed). Both locations may have access to sources of randomness which are independent of each other and X and Y. The message lengths are, typically, random variables, and the coding efficiency, called communication complexity, is in terms of the expected or worstcase total number of bits exchanged. The ranges of f A and f B are often orders of magnitude smaller than |X n × Y n |. The focus is often on the order-of-magnitude of the communication complexity.
2) Kaspi [2] considered a distributed block source coding [3, Sec. 14.9] formulation of this problem. However, the focus was on source reproduction with non-zero distortion and not function computation. The source reproduction quality was in terms of two single-letter distortion functions of the form
were not considered. A single-letter characterization of only the sum-rate pair ( j odd R j , j even R j ) (not the entire rate region) was derived. However, no numerical example was provided. Interestingly, the key question: "does interactive distributed source coding with more messages require a strictly less sum-rate than with fewer messages?" was left unanswered.
3) Orlitsky and Roche [4] also studied a distributed block source coding formulation as in [2] . The focus was on function computation:
function, D A = 0, and vanishing block error probability with increasing blocklength n. However, function computation was required at only one location and not both (f B = constant). A single-letter characterization of the rate region for only two alternating messages (t = 2) was derived. Example 8 in [4] showed that if the goal was function computation with vanishing block-error probability and not source reproduction with a non-zero, non-coupled distortion, then the sum-rate with 2 messages is strictly smaller than with one message.
As in [2] and [4] , the present work also studies a distributed block source coding formulation of the problem with a focus on function computation and vanishing block error probability with increasing blocklength. Function computation at both locations are allowed and the functions are allowed to be different. A single-letter characterization of the rate region for any finite number of messages is provided. Interesting classes of examples are discussed to explore the benefit of interactive coding depending on the type of functions, computation at one/both locations, and the joint pmf of the sources. The main observations are as follows. Interaction is useless (in terms of the minimum sum-rate) if the goal is pure source reproduction at one or both locations but the gains can be arbitrarily large for (general) function computation. For doubly symmetric binary sources, interaction with even an unbounded number of messages is useless for computing any function at one location (Example D) but is useful if computation is desired at both locations (Example E). For independent Bernoulli sources and the Boolean AND function computation at both locations, an interesting achievable infinite-message sum-rate is derived (Example F). This is expressed, in analytic closedform, in terms of a two-dimensional definite integral with an infinitesimal rate for each message. We have also derived a single-letter characterization of the entire rate-distortion region (non-zero distortions) for two coupled single-letter distortion criteria. We omit this due to space limitations but hope to report it in an archival version of this work.
II. Problem formulation

Discrete Memoryless Stationary Source model:
Definition 1: An interactive distributed source code with initial location A and parameters (t, n,
n is the blocklength. The output of the function e j , denoted by M j , is called the j-th message. The outputs of g A and g B are denoted by Z A and Z B respectively. For each j, (1/n) log 2 |M j | is called the j-th block-coding rate (in bits per sample). 
Of interest are the probability of (block) error P(Z A Z A ) and P(Z B Z B ) which are multi-letter distortion functions.
Definition 2: A rate tuple R = (R 1 , . . . , R t ) is called admissible for t-message interactive distributed function coding with initial location A if, ∀ > 0, ∃N( , t) such that ∀n > N( , t), there exists an interactive distributed source code with initial location A and parameters (t, n, (ii) If |M t | = 1, then M t = constant (null message) and nothing needs to be sent in the last step and the t-message code reduces to a (t−1)-message code. For generality and convenience, |M j | = 1 is allowed for all j ≤ t. Thus, for all j ≤ t, the j-message rate region is contained within the t-message rate region and: 
where U t are auxiliary random variables taking values in alphabets of bounded cardinality.
Cardinality bounds on the alphabets of the auxiliary random variables can be derived using the Carathéodory theorem but are omitted. The right side of (3.1) can be shown to be convex.
Proof-sketch: The proof of achievability follows from standard random coding and random binning arguments as in the Wyner-Ziv problem [3] and is briefly outlined in the following. Generally, for the j-th message, j odd, Enc. j jointly quantizes (X, U j−1 ) to U j ∈ (U j ) n using a Wyner-Ziv code with (Y, U j−1 ) as decoder side information such that U j can be recovered at location B. If j is even, Enc. j jointly quantizes
n using a Wyner-Ziv code with (X, U j−1 ) as decoder side information such that U j can be recovered at location A. At the end of t messages, Dec.A produces Z A and Dec.B produces Z B based on all t messages and their respective source samples. The rate and Markov chain constraints are required in Wyner-Ziv coding to ensure that all quantized codewords are recovered and are jointly strongly typical with the sources with a probability which tends to one as n ↑ ∞. The conditional entropy constraints ensure that the corresponding block error probabilities for function computation go to zero as n ↑ ∞. The (weak) converse is proved following [2] using standard information inequalities, suitably defining auxiliary random variables, and using convexification (time-sharing) arguments. Specifically, + 1) , . . . , Y(n)}, and for j = 2, . . . , t, U j := M j . The conditional entropy constraints are established using Fano's inequality as in [5, Lemma 1] .
Corollary 1: For all t,
In (i) the infimum is subject to all the Markov chain and conditional entropy constraints in 
(X|Y) + H(Y|X).
Examples A and B show that if the goal is source reproduction with vanishing distortion, interaction is useless. To discover the value of interaction, we must study either nonzero distortions or functions of sources. We choose the latter.
C. Computing a function of sources at one location: X Y
, X ∼ Uniform{1, . . . , L}, p Y (1) = 1 − p Y (0) = p, f A (x, y) := 0, f B (
x, y) := xy (real multiplication). Interaction does help.
This is Example 8 in [4] . At least one message is necessary. Applying Lemma 1 in [5] One might be led to believe that the benefit of interaction comes from computing nontrivial functions of sources as opposed to reproducing the sources themselves. But this is not always true as the next example shows. ( f B (x, y) ) is a Boolean function of the type (iii) mentioned above. If a sum-rate R is admissible to compute f B (x, y), it is also admissible to compute φ( f B (x, y)), which implies R ≥ h 2 (p) according to Theorem 2. Therefore R A sum,t = R A sum,1 and interaction does not help. Interestingly, if the problem is modified so that both locations need to compute the samplewise Boolean AND function, the benefit of interaction returns (next example).
D. Computing a function of sources at one location: (X, Y) ∼ doubly symmetric binary sources (DSBS), f
E. Computing a function of sources at both locations:
At least two messages are needed. In a 2-message code with initial location A, location B should be able to produce Z B after receiving the first message. By Lemma 1 in [5] , R 1 ≥ H(X|Y) = h 2 (p). With R 1 = h 2 (p) and a Slepian-Wolf code with Y as side-information, X can be reproduced at location B. Thus for the second message, R 2 = H( f B (X, Y)|X) = (1/2)h 2 (p) is both necessary and sufficient to ensure that location A can produce Z A . Hence R A sum,2 = (3/2)h 2 (p). If a third message is allowed, one choice of auxiliary random variables in (3.1) is
, where step (a) holds for all p ∈ (0, 1) and the gap is maximum for p = 1/3. When p = 0.5, X Y, and an achievable 3-message sum-rate is ≈ 1.406
Interaction does help. Infinite message sum-rate is an integral.
As in Example E, the 2-message minimum sum-rate is R
. Example E demonstrates the gain of interaction. This inspires us to generalize the 3-message code of Example E to an arbitrary number of messages and evaluate an ∞-message sum-rate. Since we are interested in the limit t → ∞, it is sufficient to consider t an even number due to Proposition 1. 
. . , t/2, define t auxiliary random variables as follows,
In Fig. 2(a) , (V x , V y ) is uniformly distributed on the unit square and U t are defined to be 1 in rectangular regions which are nested. The following properties can be verified: P1:
X|U 2i−1 = 1. In particular, U t satisfy all the constraints in (3.1). For i = 1, . . . , t/2, the (2i)-th rate is given by
where step (b) is due to property P4 and because (U 2i−1 , U 2i ) = (1, 0) ⇒ Y = 0, and step (c) is because
The 2i-th rate can thus be expressed as a 2-D integral of a weight function w y over the rectangular region Fig. 2(a) ). Therefore, the sum of rates of all messages sent from location B to location A is the integral of w y over the union of all the corresponding horizontal bars in Fig. 2(a) . Similarly, the sum of rates of all messages sent from location A to location B can be expressed as the integral of another weight function
over the union of all the vertical bars in Fig. 2(a) . Now let t → ∞ such that Δ t → 0. Since α and β are absolutely continuous, (α(s i ) − α(s i−1 )) → 0 and (β(s i ) − β(s i−1 )) → 0. The union of the horizontal (resp. vertical bars) in Fig. 2(a) tends to the region W y (resp. W x ) in Fig. 2(b) . Hence an achievable infinite-message sum-rate given by Fig.2(c) ).
For W x = W * x , (4.4) can be evaluated in closed form and is given by h 2 (p) + ph 2 (q) + p log 2 q + p(1 − q) log 2 e.
Recall that R A sum,2 = h 2 (p) + ph 2 (q). The difference p(log 2 q + (1 − q) log 2 e) is an increasing function of q for q ∈ (0, 1] and equals 0 when q = 1. Hence the difference is negative for q ∈ (0, 1). So R sum,∞ < R A sum,2 and interaction does help. Particularly, when p = q = 1/2, ((X, Y) ∼ iid Ber(1/2)), by an infinite-message code, we can achieve the sum-rate (1 + (log 2 e)/4) ≈ 1.361, compared with the 3-message achievable sum-rate 1.406 and the 2-message minimum sum-rate 1.5 in Example E. It should be noted that for finite t, Γ is staircaselike and contains horizontal and vertical segments. However, 
Γ
* contains a oblique segment. So the code with finite t generated in this way never achieves the infinite-message sumrate, which can only be approximated when t → ∞ and each message uses an infinitesimal rate.
